
Archivists and Historians 
HOW CAN WE ASSIST EACH OTHER? 

ONCE UPON a time, in a land on the far edge of the then known world, there 
was a gathering of wise and learned men. That gathering came up with 
some strange and wonderful ideas, so strange that it was hard for some who 
found records of this gathering to believe that it all really happened. 
Moreover, those wise and learned men were not speaking in isolation. 
About the same time, much publicity was being given to the questions they 
met to consider, and distinguished voices were giving their support. 

The subject was archives, and the conference of historians that met in 
Wellington in May 1950 wanted to see something done to preserve New 
Zealand's archival heritage. Official resolutions called for the acquisition 
of copies of material of New Zealand interest held abroad, more staff to 
manage New Zealand's archives, and the passage of an Archives Act. This 
happened against a background of quite considerable press coverage of a 
speech by the Chancellor of the University of New Zealand, Sir David 
Smith. Sir David had called for a more positive government policy on 
archives, and the New Zealand Listener took up the cause in an article 
which prompted further debate in editorials and correspondence columns. 

From the historians' conference, a subcommittee of professors intended 
to put their case to the Prime Minister, Sid Holland. Alas, they were deter-
red by that Government's known reluctance to engage in any extra expense 
— a problem with an all-too-familiar sound to historians and archivists to-
day as well as then. That was the end of what one archivist, writing in 1977, 
described as 'the one official attempt by professional historians to en-
courage the New Zealand government to support archives'.1 

Tom Wilsted's assessment of the lack of official co-operation between 
historians and archivists since 1950 may have been slightly overstated, and 
there have certainly been elements of co-operation in the past five years or 

1 T. Wilsted, 'Face to face across the counter: archivists and historians in New Zealand', 
Archives and Manuscripts, VII, 1 (August 1977), p.9. 

This paper was given at the New Zealand Historical Association conference in Auckland on 
10 May 1983. Although the author works at National Archives, the views expressed in the 
paper are personal opinions and do not necessarily reflect National Archives policy. 
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so. In this paper, I intend to look at ways in which both historians and 
archivists have been learning to help themselves by working with each 
other. 

My comments are based on my experience as an archivist in New 
Zealand's major archival repository and what I have seen of relations bet-
ween archivists and historians, particularly in thesis supervision and 
research. (I must stress that the quality of supervision of my own thesis gave 
no grounds for complaint. Other graduates at that time and I had assumed 
that thesis students in other universities and under other supervisors receiv-
ed similar assistance, and we were astounded when we found this was not 
necessarily so.) But even a little reading and a little discussion reveal that 
other archivists in New Zealand and around the world, both recently and in 
past decades, have been thinking and saying similar things — mainly to 
each other, but also occasionally to historians. Historians have also con-
sidered the problems of using archives, and archivists have sometimes 
shown little inclination to listen to their opinions and suggestions. Perhaps 
now is the time to change. 

Sadly, mutual misunderstandings grew as the two professional groups of 
archivists and historians developed in New Zealand. At various stages, 
historians have appeared to have a mixed attitude to archivists: while some 
clearly have long had an understanding of archivists' work, others have 
seen them as frustrated historians who did not quite make it in the academic 
world or as filing clerks with higher aspirations, as quasi-librarians without 
library qualifications, as petty bureaucrats determined to hinder all serious 
researchers in their quest for knowledge, or as research assistants waiting 
for a historian to deign to use their services. Some have simply never seen 
them at all. 

Archivists, meanwhile, view historians in varied ways. They ought to 
know more of the historian's world than the historian knows of theirs, as 
they almost always have a master's degree in history. Yet, although they 
come to the archives profession with the attitudes and methodology ac-
quired in their studies, they very quickly adopt the jargon and different 
perspective of the archivists around them. Sometimes they lose sight of the 
historian's attitudes. (And forget their own ignorance before they were thus 
enlightened.) They speak a different language from historians because they 
are in a different profession; they find themselves talking past or over the 
heads of those who were once their colleagues; and they discuss with other 
archivists how some historians (students and supervisors) have so little 
familiarity with basic archival principles and, indeed, primary sources in 
general. 

This is the first week of the vacation for most New Zealand universities. 
During this week, a number of students will turn up at National Archives 
and the Alexander Turnbull Library in search of material for their theses. 
Let us consider a possible encounter. A student arrives at National Archives 
towards the end of Monday morning. She (or he) wrote last week to say she 
was coming, so she expects all the relevant material on her particular topic 
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— however obscure — to be ready for her to look at, or at least to be re-
vealed by some all-encompassing, computerized subject index. She has only 
a week, or maybe two, to spend in Wellington and has to visit the Alexander 
Turnbull Library as well, plus look at newspapers. She needs instant 
photocopying in copious quantities. She looks more and more puzzled as 
the archivist at the reference desk refers to series lists, descriptive lists and 
finding aids, and wonders why the archivist is asking her about the ad-
ministrative and statutory background to her topic. (She soon stops looking 
for the computer.) The Parliamentary Debates, Gazettes and other publica-
tions in the reading-room are hitherto hidden treasure rather than familiar 
friends. She may also be surprised to find a number of other people using 
the archives: genealogists and other amateur researchers on holiday also 
find May a good time to come. 

Some of you may be wondering what is wrong with the scenario I have 
just outlined. After all, this hypothetical student did write to say she was 
coming — though there was little time for the archives staff to consider 
possible sources, and she described her topic in such vague terms as to make 
it virtually impossible for them to do so. Indeed, there is not actually a great 
deal wrong with this student's visit — except that it is out of touch with ac-
tual conditions, and her misconceptions reveal a lack of familiarity with ar-
chives on her part and, less understandably, on her supervisor's part. 

There is a twofold problem. The long-term challenge is to develop 
research facilities and published finding aids that make expensive, ex-
ploratory 'fishing expeditions' unnecessary and enable researchers to 
prepare well in advance of visits and spend the minimum necessary time at 
the repository itself. The short-term challenge is to get the best possible 
benefits from a situation in which the ideal is in many respects just a 
pipedream, and to train students — and archivists — to achieve their best 
under imperfect conditions. Perhaps unconsciously, students in current 
teaching programmes in New Zealand universities are indeed being partly 
trained for both situations. Yet I feel they often end up adequately trained 
for neither. 

For instance, much more attention is given to primary sources, in both 
undergraduate and postgraduate courses, than used to be the case, and the 
school history syllabus has followed this tendency. Most research students 
now have little trouble in interpreting primary sources, once they have 
found them. But finding the raw material is usually quite an achievement in 
itself, and it is a mistake to assume that students instinctively know where to 
look. I refer here to official publications as well as unpublished sources. 
Almost no students are aware of the Journals of the House of Represen-
tatives — let alone the fact that many of the papers tabled but not printed in 
AJHR are in the Legislative Department holdings at National Archives. A 
few have not even heard of the Legislative Council: many more would ap-
parently not think of using the Journals and Appendices thereof if an 
archivist did not suggest it. 

Twenty years ago, Frank Evans, a Pennsylvanian archivist, urged his 
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colleagues 'to spend less time in providing information from records and to 
spend more time in providing information about records'.2 Archivists are 
gradually learning to do so; teachers of history should be doing likewise. 
Students are repeatedly told that it is not merely the facts as such that are 
important in their university training, so much as the methods and techni-
ques they are learning. In history, such methods and techniques cannot stop 
at writing fluent English, compiling 'scissors-and-paste' essays (with or 
without accurate footnotes), or even analysing selections of documents pro-
vided by the lecturer. A key part of research is knowing what source 
material is in existence, and, of that, what is likely to be most useful and, of 
course, what is actually accessible. Students are encouraged to become pro-
ficient in tracking down secondary source material, but given little en-
couragement over the pursuit or understanding of primary sources. 

No doubt this is partly because such pursuit is not easy. Of course, there 
is the National Register of Archives and Manuscripts which is gradually 
recording the existence of many little-known New Zealand collections as 
well as holdings of copies of a wide variety of overseas material. Much is 
not yet recorded in the National Register, but it is still a useful starting-
point with which students should be familiar, particularly as there are not 
many other readily accessible publications to alert researchers to helpful 
sources. I would hope that teachers of New Zealand history — especially in 
the universities — were aware of the lists of accessions included in 
Archifactsi and in publications of individual repositories, so as to be able to 
tell their students about them. 

Similarly, I would hope that teachers of British history would introduce 
their students to the location of British sources: this may even be easier than 
for New Zealand historians, as more printed guides exist, and also useful 
general introductions such as David Iredale's Enjoying Archives.* Diffi-
culty in obtaining the material itself should not prevent students being 
aware that such material exists, and knowing how to find it should they ever 
wish to. 

It is important also for researchers to know when material does not exist. 
Articles and even books, the products of 'original research', based on 
newspapers and maybe AJHR, are still being published without shame — 
and rightly so, if the authors have established beyond reasonable doubt that 
no other primary sources could have been used.5 But one suspects 
sometimes that there has been no such effort to find source material. 

If today's academics have never made a systematic study of what is 

2 F. B. Evans, 'The state archivist and the academic researcher — "stable com-
panionship"' , American Archivist, XXVI (1963), p.320. Emphasis in original. 

3 Bulletin of the Archives and Records Association of New Zealand. 
4 D. Iredale, Enjoying Archives, Chichester, 1973, reprinted 1980. 
5 My own thesis was based largely on The Times (London) and such extracts from other 

newspapers as I was able to obtain from Britain, plus published reports of the organization I 
was studying; and I have a file of letters from British archivists to prove the unavailability of 
other primary sources. 
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available — in at least general terms — how can they teach their students, 
except by the same hit-and-miss methods and chance discoveries that they 
themselves have learnt? Many are indeed well-informed, but some of to-
day's historians need to brush up their knowledge of primary sources, not 
only to improve the quality of their own research, but to encourage in-
creased understanding and use of such sources by those who will succeed 
them. 

As a minimum, students should learn of the differences between libraries 
and archives, and the basic practical differences between archives and 
private papers: that the essence of archives is not age or historical impor-
tance, but that they are administrative records, documenting an organiza-
tion, and consequently have a considerable element of predictability which 
private papers lack. Thus, if the activities of a certain organization are 
known, it is possible to work out what types of records might have existed 
and then investigate whether such records still survive. It is much harder to 
predict what papers a private individual would have left. And maybe the 
general public will never know, or care, that the word 'archive' does not 
come from the same root as the word 'archaic', but trainee historians ought 
not to persist in believing that the only valuable archives are old and in 
copperplate handwriting. Twentieth-century files may be less romantic, but 
they are certainly as important. 

One specific way to encourage students to think more about primary 
sources could be a particular approach to book reviews. Book reviews are 
already set as assignments, but what is the purpose of such exercises? Since 
no student is likely to know more than the author about the subject of a 
book being reviewed, the only way to evaluate the scholarship of the work 
must be by reference to sources used (and not used). As the then President 
of the Society of Archivists in the United Kingdom observed in 1964, 
'Native wit will enable a reader to prick an historian's partial enthusiasms 
or to expose his wishful reasonings; but only an acquaintance with the 
foundations of history — the documents — and an awareness of their basic 
importance to all historical research, will enable a reader to scrutinise the 
foundations of an historical work and so to assess its true value'.6 Ellis was 
urging archivists to reach out to 'find and keep in touch' with their 'public 
of potential readers of history':'— talking to the school-children, lecturing 
to societies, arranging our exhibitions, writing in the local press, making 
our appearances at and our contributions to every occasion and anniver-
sary, civic, ecclesiastical and academic'. He emphasized what he considered 
the 'right true end' of such endeavours: 

I am thinking of them, not simply as 'public relations' or empire-building or 
thunder-stealing, but as a means towards accomplishing one of our major tasks — 
namely, first to arouse and then to satisfy an informed interest in documents, far 
beyond the limits of any academic circle; to make of the country's archives 

6 R. H. Ellis, 'The British archivist and history', Journal of the Society of Archivists, III, 4 
(October 1966), p. 159. 
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something which everyone accepts and knows about as a matter of course; and so to 
build up and maintain an informed and critical reading public which will, in turn, 
both nourish the study of history and maintain its standards.. . . The historian may 
study history to please himself, but he writes it in order to be read; and the more 
exacting his readers become, the better his writing is likely to be.7 

Twenty years after Ellis's suggestions, there is still a long way to go. Per-
haps mediocre historians might be reluctant to 'build up and maintain an 
informed and critical reading public'; just as overworked archives reference 
staff may sometimes be reluctant to arouse any greater public interest in 
documents because it is hard enough to satisfy the existing demand. But 
such attitudes cannot, with any integrity or honesty, be allowed to 
dominate either profession. In weighing up a particular book or a particular 
argument, then, even if it is impracticable for a student himself to consult 
the sources used by the historian whose work he is reading and thus assess 
the validity of the conclusions drawn from such sources, he should have an 
idea of what major sources ought to have been used, along with the limita-
tions of various sources. If there is no such emphasis, how can students 
learn to differentiate between conflicting arguments on any other than a 
subjective, emotive or majority-rule basis? 

This need not be very difficult once the basic concepts are explained 
clearly, and it can apply to non-New Zealand as well as New Zealand 
history. I recently picked up a book on display in a university library. It was 

• administrative history, dealing with an important area of New Zealand 
government. I skimmed it with interest, then looked more closely at the 
footnotes — and was amazed to see no references to National Archives 
holdings. By no means all New Zealand histories need to use National Ar-
chives to be any good, but one might have expected a history of a central 
aspect of a major government department to have included at least a few 
references. The book was in fact written from parliamentary debates, 
statutes, published reports and secondary sources. There was just one foot-
note suggesting a venture into unpublished primary material: 'Justice 
Department files' — and not so much as a hint of whether such files were at 
National Archives or still in the Department of Justice, let alone which par-
ticular files had been used, just in case a subsequent researcher wished to in-
vestigate further.8 This may be a particularly obvious example of how the 
use, or lack of use, of certain sources suggests something about the scope or 
limitations of a book, but it is not unique. Yet it is rare that students are 
taught to look at bibliographies and references in such a light, even when 
bibliographies and references are given. 

The study of New Zealand history has been emphasized increasingly in 
the last twenty years in New Zealand universities. Students are encouraged 
to do theses on New Zealand topics unless they are more than usually deter-

7 ibid., p.159. 
8 P . M . Webb, A History of Custodial and Related Penalties in New Zealand, Wellington, 

1982, p.72, n.133. 
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mined to do something else. If this is due to a concern to train New Zealand 
students in the location and use of archives, manuscripts and other primary 
sources, which are more readily available for New Zealand topics than for 
overseas topics, it may be justified. A student may be more interested in 
overseas subjects, but if he has been trained in the location and use of 
primary sources in New Zealand, he will almost certainly be able to make 
better use later on of overseas manuscripts and archives than he would if he 
had shunned all New Zealand primary sources in favour of whatever 
microfilm and published collections of primary sources from overseas hap-
pened to be held in the local university library. However, if a competent stu-
dent who chooses a non-New Zealand topic is properly guided, he too can 
end up well trained in the location and use of primary sources, and his en-
thusiasm in studying something he wants to study will probably help to 
overcome the additional frustrations and problems of working at long 
distance from his sources. After all, the fundamental principles of arrange-
ment and description of archives and manuscripts are the same the world 
over, and the basic techniques of historical research are similarly universal. 

There is another way in which the choice of thesis topics is of interest to 
archivists. In 1968, Philip Jordan, then professor of history at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota, expressed his view of archivists, researchers and the 
choice of research topics: 'An archivist, to my way of thinking, is a trained 
person who assists a researcher to swim in a bottomless sea of endlessly 
fascinating records. The wise archivist knows, as does the sagacious 
scholar, that the researcher does not define his research topic but that the 
documents dictate the subjects to be researched. And the documents deter-
mine findings." Few responsible historians would dispute Jordan's state-
ment. One implication is the responsibility of archivists to inform historians 
of the records available for research. At present, more attention is given to 
educating genealogists, and it is genealogists who are giving attention to 
and co-operating with archives institutions. There is room for much more 
liaison than currently exists between archivists and historians in the selec-
tion of thesis topics. I am not suggesting that archivists circulate universities 
with a list of topics awaiting attention, although that might be better than 
nothing. It would be more beneficial if lecturers spent some time at the 
various repositories familiarizing themselves with sources available for 
research within such sources' administrative context, and talking with ar-
chivists about which sources were yet to be well used by researchers and 
which were more easily located and extracted for students with little time to 
spend in, for instance, Wellington. There is already a little of such consulta-
tion, and I hope we shall see more. 

So far I have urged that history students be given greater encouragement 
in understanding and using primary sources, both generally and in specific 
exercises such as book reviews and selection of thesis topics. I would stress 

9 P. D. Jordan, 'The scholar and the archivist — a partnership', American Archivist, XXX, 
1 (January 1968), p.64. 
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that this is not the responsibility of historians alone. Archivists must be will-
ing to give assistance, and welcome enquiries, without trying to take over 
the teaching function of the universities. But certain attitudes which 
historians and archivists currently appear to hold may be barriers to such 
co-operation. 

In 1971 an Australian archivist, addressing a group of historians, be-
moaned the lack of interest in archives on the part of the Australian 
scholar. He noted that much of an archivist's early enthusiasm was devoted 
to helping the Ph.D. scholar find the research material he needed, but that 
such enthusiasm was rarely reciprocated: 

Ph.D. scholars have a habit, however, of abandoning all interest in research, or at 
least in research in a local institution, once they have been able to add those priceless 
initials to the list of degrees which follow their names. There are exceptions to these 
tendencies, of course. . . . It is generally true, however, that interest in archives on 
the part of the Australian scholar is a manifestation of his early struggles to climb the 
ladder that will lead him to preferment. Once he achieves this desirable objective, he 
tends to 'despise the base degree by which he did ascend'.10 

With regard to New Zealand history there is, even today, perhaps an ele-
ment of truth in Sharman's criticisms. How can such assertions be tested? 
No scientific survey has indeed been undertaken, to my knowledge, but 
three independent impressions are interesting. Firstly, National Archives 
receives visits from many thesis students, but only a few academics, and 
usually those academics visit for shorter periods. Secondly, a review of ar-
ticles in the New Zealand Journal of History, undertaken to compare the 
usage of National Archives and Alexander Turnbull Library sources, 
revealed a surprising number of contributors who had used neither. And 
thirdly, the membership list of the Archives and Records Association of 
New Zealand includes few New Zealand historians, let alone academics 
who specialise in non-New Zealand areas. I stress that these assertions are 
subjective, though shared by archivists other than myself, but I also feel 
that they deserve at least a little consideration. 

A more evident interest in archives and manuscripts might also help both 
future and present historians to appreciate the value of more archives and 
manuscripts than they themselves need for their own specialized research 
interest. Archivists must, by the very nature of their work, be informed 
about a wide range of diverse records, and they are baffled by the tunnel 
vision of so many historians. I quote Sharman again: 'academic people 
have a one-track mind towards, not only archives, but also historical 
research. It is useless to try to enthuse the expert on transportation respec-
ting the need for records of land alienation to be rescued; it is worse than 
useless to try to summon up some enthusiasm for administrative history in 
the political or constitutional historian.'" Archivists too are capable of 

10 R. C. Sharman, 'The archivist and the historian', Archives and Manuscripts, IV, 6 
(February 1972), p. 16. 

11 ibid., p.16. 
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tunnel vision, though of a different type, in that they may be quite unaware 
of records held outside their own repository (except for those records which 
should be in their own repository, of course). They feel they have more than 
enough to do in keeping up with and becoming familiar with their own 
holdings, without becoming experts on what is held elsewhere.12 But while 
lack of time and resources may prevent archivists developing the wide 
knowledge that would enable them to direct researchers to useful sources in 
a different repository, they will not doubt the need to preserve such sources. 
In this there is a difference from the lack of mutual understanding between 
users of different sources. Perhaps a greater awareness of archives and 
manuscripts in general would lead to greater appreciation of the tremen-
dous variety of histories within and outside New Zealand, all of value, all 
dependent on sources which are worth preserving. 

All this is fine rhetoric — of course the sources must be preserved — but 
at what cost? Every thesis student knows in his mind that his thesis is 
primarily a research exercise, designed to show his ability to undertake 
research and express his findings to an adequate standard. But every thesis 
student knows in his heart that he wants to produce the definitive study of 
his chosen topic. This latter attitude persists once the thesis student has 
become a learned scholar with tenure, and may go a long way towards ex-
plaining the scholar's annoyance when he is denied access to documents 
because they are too fragile or not yet fully processed. The archivist is likely 
to fall back on the classic dictum of Sir Hilary Jenkinson in his Manual of 
Archive Administration: 

The duties of the Archivist, as it is one of the chief functions of this volume to point 
out, become under these circumstances very obvious, at least in their main lines. 
They are primary and secondary. In the first place he has to take all possible precau-
tions for the safeguarding of his Archives and for their custody which is the safe-
guarding of their essential qualities. Subject to the discharge of these duties he has in 
the second place to provide to the best of his ability for the needs of historians and 
other research workers. But the position of primary and secondary must not be 
reversed.13 

The archivist's most common fault, according to Jenkinson, is 'Haste in 
dealing with Archives, due to anxiety to make them available for use'.14 

Balancing the two priorities of use and defence has been the perennial pro-
blem for archivists and historians. If a researcher is given access to 
documents that have not been fully arranged and described, the 
researcher's project may be aided, but the documents may be damaged or 
lost or their integrity destroyed through unauthorised rearrangement. From 
the archivist's point of view, it is better for the documents to be preserved 

12 I exaggerate slightly, of course, as reference staff tend to be aware of major resources 
elsewhere if only because they have had to direct people who have arrived at the wrong place. 

13 H. Jenkinson, A Manual of Archive Administration, London, revised edition, 1965, p. 15. 
Emphasis in original. 

14 ibid., p.84. 
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and made available at a later date, when properly processed, even if their 
use in historical research is thereby deferred. There will be more historians, 
but the document is unique. Only if due care is taken can the second part of 
Professor Sir Keith Hancock's observation be true: 'Historians come and 
go but an Archive goes on forever'.15 Jenkinson's principle sounds harsh, 
but his wisdom has been proved in many unfortunate instances in which 
early access has been allowed. 

Nonetheless, it may be too easy for archivists to use Jenkinson to justify 
an attitude akin to the jesting librarian's comment that library management 
would be perfect if only people wouldn't insist on taking books off the 
shelves and wanting to use them. A former Chief Archivist of the 
Australian Commonwealth Archives Office suggested that archivists 
should restate Jenkinson's position: 

the traditional emphasis on 'defence' of the archives as a primary responsibility has 
been most useful during the formative years of the profession when it was necessary 
to protect the archives against schemes for re-arranging them to suit more or less 
transitory subject interests. However, to state that 'defence' is the primary respon-
sibility and 'service to users' a secondary one leads inevitably to the assumption, by 
archivists and others, that 'defence' is more important that 'use'. . . . It might be 
much better to say that the archivist cannot discharge his ultimate responsibility to a 
wide variety of legitimate users (whether they be administrators or historians) unless 
he has first ensured that the archives are physically cared for, arranged, and 
presented in such a way as to preserve their essential quality as evidence of what ac-
tually happened in the course of the affairs which gave rise to them." 

We return here to the challenge of training students and archivists to 
achieve their best under imperfect conditions. Different administrators and 
archivists in different repositories come up with different solutions to the 
problem of how to stretch resources to meet ever-increasing demands. One 
institution may persist in maintaining an excellent reference and educa-
tional service but do less and less long-term work, and is thus likely to end 
up choked by the backlog of unprocessed accessions which will ultimately 
make reference itself more and more restricted. Another institution may 
discourage extensive photocopying for readers: the time an archivist spends 
at the photocopier for the benefit of one user is time away from preparing a 
finding aid for the benefit of many users. Another may restrict its public 
hours; again, time spent supervising the reading-room and helping readers 
is time away from other jobs. A number of archive and manuscript 
repositories in Britain and America decline to deal with written or telephone 
enquiries, and others charge search fees or have severe restrictions on the 
amount of time spent on each enquiry. It is not that these institutions want 
to discourage the use of their holdings. They are simply trying to fulfil as 

15 K. Hancock, 'The historian and his evidence', Journal of the Society of Archivists, V, 6 
(October 1976), p.342. 

16 I. Maclean, cit. Sharman, p. 14. Emphasis in original. 
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many of their obligations as possible with what will always be inadequate 
resources. 

One example is rather close to home. In 1946, during discussions on how 
to deal with New Zealand's archives, Dr Eric McCormick, then Chief War 
Archivist, recommended the formation of a National Archives Branch with 
the following staff establishment: 'Chief Archivist, Assistant Archivist 
(temporarily seconded for special duties in War History Branch), three or 
four field archivists, photographic officer and one or two assistants, a chief 
cataloguer and two or three assistants and a small clerical and typing 
staff."7 Not counting the 'small clerical and typing staff', McCormick's 
recommendation came to between ten and thirteen employees. In 1983, not 
counting the administration officer and typist, and excluding the Lower 
Hutt and Auckland records centres, as they perform a function not en-
visaged by McCormick, National Archives has just sixteen permanent 
employees — three more than McCormick's recommendation nearly forty 
years ago. It is fortunate that we enjoy challenges and hard work! 

Quite obviously, then, there are practical difficulties in balancing con-
flicting demands on limited resources. I would hope that archivists and 
historians could work together to explore ways of getting around some of 
these difficulties without sacrificing basic professional principles. But I do 
not want to end with excessive concentration on difficulties. Occasional 
problems ought not to be allowed to stop us thinking of new ways to work 
together to our mutual advantage, even if, in the immediate future at least, 
such thoughts must remain dreams rather than reality. Dreams are free, it is 
said, and some eventually come true, so I would like to conclude by looking 
at some possibilities. 

In 1971, Sharman sought historians' assistance in training archivists: 

It has been suggested, for instance, that a course-work M.A., to be taken by both 
historians and archivists, might improve both the training of archivists and the 
preparation of academics for advanced research work. There is a great deal that is 
common ground to both archivist and historical scholar, including historical 
methodology, an understanding of the nature of archives, and a knowledge of the 
relevant sources. Finally, I believe that archivists, like historians, need opportunities 
for overseas study. While facilities for training in this country are yet so rudimentary, 
and lessons to be learned from overseas could with great advantage be applied to this 
country, there seems to be a very good case for the provision of some form of study 
leave for archivists.18 

Sharman spoke as an Australian, but his comments now apply better to 
New Zealanders. There is now a diploma course in information manage-
ment at the University of New South Wales, with options in either librarian-
ship or archives administration, and New Zealand archivists travel to 
Sydney, privately or on study leave, to be trained. The New South Wales 

17 Development of the National Archives, a report submitted to the Under-Secretary of In-
ternal Affairs, 23 August 1946, IA 135/134, National Archives, cit. Wilsted, p.8. 

18 Sharman, pp.19-20. 
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course is not ideal for New Zealand archivists, but it is the best option cur-
rently available until something is developed in New Zealand. 

Another view of training came from Ellis in 1966: 

I look forward to a day when young history graduates aiming at an academic career 
will spend a year attached as archivists to, and working in local record repositories, 
just as . . . they have worked at the Public Record O f f i c e . . . to the great advantage 
both of the Office and of their own studies. Equally I look forward to a time when 
our profession is so flourishing that an archivist in his turn may be spared for a sab-
batical year attached to a university, both pursuing his own researches (and how hard 
it is at present for him to do this) and instructing his academic colleagues in the 
nature, location and handling of their source material. And I look forward to the 
time when no historian's training is considered to be complete unless he has either 
edited a text or arranged and listed (satisfactorily) an archive collection." 

Twenty years on, we in New Zealand still appear to be a long way from 
Ellis's proposals. I doubt that this is a result of their having been tried and 
found wanting. 

An experimental internship programme has been introduced by the 
Public Archives of Canada, however, in co-operation with the history 
department of Laurentian University of Sudbury, Ontario. It gives a 
history graduate an opportunity to acquire an intensive introduction to 
archives with a three-month on-the-job archival experience as part of the 
student's programme.20 And a combined effort by a college archives in 
South Carolina and the University of Liverpool produced a summer pro-
gramme last year to introduce American students to British eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century record sources. The students had a week of academic in-
struction at the University of Liverpool, followed by three weeks of prac-
tical work in one of eleven participating British repositories.2' Both are in-
teresting ideas. I have seen no further details of either programme. 

Sabbatical years for archivists? That is certainly an interesting idea, but 
even less likely now, I think, than when Ellis proposed it. Archivists could 
perhaps spend shorter periods at universities, along the lines suggested by 
Ellis, but this would require considerably closer working relationships bet-
ween archivists and historians than yet exist. 

Again, careful liaison would be required before Ellis's third dream could 
be a reality here. Would universities accept the desirability of having 
students edit texts or arrange and list archives as part of their degree? — and 
would archivists be able to give the time and resources needed for such a 
programme to be successful? 

Back in 1957, another British archivist, Maurice Bond, remarked on the 
desirability of closer consultation between archivists and academics on 
research subjects and the use of a wide range of hitherto neglected records 
in British record offices: 'Many today agree that editions of central series of 

19 Ellis, p. 158. 
20 Indian Archives, XXX, 1 (1981), p.67. 
21 Georgia Archive, X, 1 (1982), pp.48-49. 
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records such as these would be at least as suitable for Ph.D. or M.A. theses 
as some of the remote and highly specialised topics which occasionally ap-
pear.' 22 Is this a valid comment in New Zealand? That is for historians to 
say. But even if it is too soon yet for such specific innovations, or even if 
they are considered and rejected as inappropriate, the mere contemplation 
of such questions is a valuable exercise for archivists and those with whom 
they work. 

It may be easy for an archivist to say what she thinks historians should 
be doing, just as it is easy for historians to say what they wish archivists 
would do for them, but unless such comments come from some fun-
damental common understanding, we will end up talking past each other. 
I have tried to outline some ways in which such a common understanding 
may be built up between the archivists and historians of tomorrow, and 
perhaps even of today. 

CHERYL Y. CAMPBELL 
National Archives, Wellington 

22 M. F. Bond, 'Record offices today: facts for historians', Bulletin of the Institute of 
Historical Research, XXX (1957), p.14. 


